Call for IYT scholarships – 2023/24 a.y.
Instructions for submitting pre-assessment request for English taught master’s degrees

1) Qualification required for admission
Enrollment in second cycle degrees (corsi di laurea magistrale) requires undergraduate degree achieved after at least three years, and that allows access to second cycle study programmes in the education system it belongs to: please check www.unibs.it/en/node/777
Furthermore, the higher education institution that hold the study programme and issued the undergraduate qualification must be officially recognized in the local education system.

2) Choosing second cycle study programme
According to Italian university system, admission to second cycle degrees (corsi di laurea magistrale) is subject to the meeting of curricular and personal preparation requirements established yearly and indicated in the Teaching regulations. Specifically, applicants should have studied at undergraduate level subjects consistent to those offered in the second cycle degree, otherwise their application will be rejected.
Before indicating your choice, we advise you to check subjects consistency and admission requirements.

3) English language proficiency
For pre-assessment referring to IYT call for grants, knowledge of English language to at least level B2 CEFR is required. Alternatively, applicants should have completed an English taught undergraduate programme.

4) Submitting application for pre-assessment
Candidates can send an email to internationalstudents@unibs.it indicating the selected study programme and attaching the following documents:
• passport
• final degree and certificate of graduation with the list of passed exams (documents should declare: qualification title and level, final score achieved, minimum and maximum scores provided, graduation date, denomination and address of the higher institution that hold the programme and issued certificates, all exams passed with score-date-credits, possible final dissertation)
• curriculum vitae
• certificate of proficiency in English language or declaration they attended an English taught undergraduate course

Documents are accepted in English or French language. If in other languages, they must be translated in Italian or English. Applicants should send both documents in original language and relevant translations.